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How Could
By Edith V. Brandt

If I should see

A brother languishing in sore distress,

And I should turn and leave -him comfortless,

When I might be

A messenger of hope and happiness

—

How could I ask to have what I denied

In my own hour of bitterness supplied?

If I might share

A brother's load along the dusty way,

And I should turn and walk alone that day-
How could I dare

When in the evening watch I knelt to pray,

To ask for help to bear my pain and loss,

If I had heeded not my brother's cross?

If I might sing

A little song of cheer to a fainting heart,

And I should seal my lips and sit apart,

When I might bring

A bit of sunshine for life's ache and smart

—

How could I hope to have my grief relieved,

If I kept silent when my brother grieved?

And so, I know
That day is lost wherein I fail to lend

A helping hand to some wayfaring friend;

But if it show
A burden lightened by the cheer I sent,

Then do I hold the golden hours well spent,

And lay me down in sweet content.
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TOfjen?

By Florence Huntley.

When is the age of romance quite over?

When does the spirit of fancy die?

When is a man too old for a lover?

When is a woman too old to sigh?

When are we gladdened by white hairs sprinkled

Over the brown and over the gold?

When do we welcome a face that is wrinkled?

When are we willing to call ourselves old?

When th e song of a bird has no hint of gladness,

And hearts are not warmed by roses in bloom;

When laughter of childhood beguiles us to sadness

And fulness of springtime compels us to gloom.

When light-hearted lovers are sights that distress us,

And all generations seem great but the last;

In yearning— not pleasures, but priests to confess us,

We know beyond doubting that fair youth is past.

"Youth" and "Old Age" are words without meaning,

Save as life's sorrows are heaped upon men;

Age may descend upon youth in its dreaming,

While youth may abide with three score and ten.
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GREETING

DEAR FRIEND:

With the assurance that you are either a student,
reader, or friend of "THE GREAT WORK in AMERICA",
and desire to spread the knowledge of the philosophy
ofNATURAL SCIENCE among your relatives, friends and
those whose hearts are open to the spiritual and scientific

truths, simply set forth in our publications, we take the
liberty of reminding you that there is no gift more wel-
come, more lasting, nor more appreciated than a good
BOOK.

It is a constant reminder of the giver, and the longer

the gift is in the possession of the receiver the more
valuable and priceless it becomes and the sweeter mem-
ories it recalls.

There is a difference between our publications and
the ordinary book, for the latter is usually read but once,

is laid aside and forgotten, while the spiritual and sci-

entific truths of Natural Science find lodgment in the

consciousness of each and every individual reader, up-

lifting and urging him to nobler deeds and higher aspira-

tions.

We desire to call your attention to our list of books

They embody a knowledge ofthe deeper things ofthe soul,

so simply set forth that every reader can grasp and
comprehend.

We shall not present a detailed description of the con-

tents of every book, for doubtless you have already

copies of some of them; but we will suggest a careful

study of the list enclosed, from which you will surely be

able to secure one or more to present to relative or

friend, or for yourself,

Very truly yours,

1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY

1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY



TO BUYERS, READERS AND GIVERS

OF BOOKS

This Company, as the special business representative

of the Extension Work of the Great School, does not

undertake to sell any book without understanding and

appreciating the value and purpose of the work and

properly classifying and labelling it for the benefit of our

readers. This catalog is presented, therefore, as a

library of selected works whose values have been meas-

sured by the extent of their usefulness to the student

who is seeking light upon the upward path.

]n this catalog will be found descriptions of our own

publications, to which the special attention of the reader

is directed.

This catalog is a classification of books at once unique

and suggestive. In presenting this list of books each

volume is selected because of its relative bearing upon

the work of the Great School. It must be understood,

however, that the act of cataloging any book is not equiva-

lent to an unqualified endorsement of it, for no doubt

there are but few books outside those of the Harmonic

Series that would meet the entire approval of the School

of Natural Science.

It is hoped that this list will enable our friends to glean

from the world of books a few that are really worth while.

Sincerely yours,

1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY,

5707 W. Lake Street,

Chicago, 111.

1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY



Harmonics of Evolution

By J. Olio Schweizer



THE HARMONICS OF EVOLUTION
By Florence Huntley

Volume I. The Harmonic Series

This initial volume of Natural Science covers that uni-

versal principle of the individual Love relation in nature
which operates through the mineral, vegetable, animal
and human kingdoms.

The philosophy taught in this authorized volume
means the dawning of a "New Day" in the intellectual

and ethical evolution of the world.

Mrs. Huntley has sensed the very soul of mankind,
understands its yearnings for whatDrummond names
"the greatest thing in the world, LOVE". She points

out the pitfalls into which so many are continually

falling, and erects guide-posts by the way which, if heeded,
lead safely through the here, out into the hereafter-

To those who contemplate taking upon themselves
the responsibilities of married life, as well as to all who
have done so, this book will be a priceless pearl, to read,

re-read, and read again; then heed, re-heed and heed
again.

"HARMONICS of EVOLUTION" should be a part

of every home where dwells one thought above the

transitory, evanescent, sordid things of this life.

It opens the portals of the soul to a knowledge of the
fact that this [life |has immeasurable possibilities and
endless consequences which do not exist or obtain in

the spiritual spheres.

A study of the philosophy set forth in this volume we
are confident will repay you or anyone else for the time
devoted thereto. It is a book to present to a friend,

to take with you on a journey, to read in the family circle

;

in short, it is a "traveling companion
7

in Book form.

Bound in Interlaken, maroon-colored cloth.

Price $2.00 postpaid.

1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY



THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME

By TK

Volume 11. The Harmonic Series

This book, with its fund of interesting and important
scientific data and helpful knowledge, was written by the
American Representative of that "venerable school

of wisdom" whose records are the most ancient at

this time known to men, and which, for many thousands
of years, has influenced the civilization and work of every
great nation of Earth.

Its members have toiled for the advancement of the
human race from ignorance to knowledge, from darkness
to light, throughout the ages past.

The author's analysis of Hypnotism and Mediumship
is masterly and complete. This book, when it came from
the press, encountered more opposition from the millions

of Spiritualists than any and, perhaps, all other books
written upon this subject.

The author demonstrates that Hypnotism and Medium-
ship are analogns. For fifteen chapters, by the
most relentless logic and unanswerable facts, which no
one has challenged, he proves that subjective Spiritual

"Mediumship" is vitally destructive to the physical body
and the human soul.

No orthodox Christian, Spiritualist, Agnostic, Pro-
fessional Alienist, Professor of Psychology, nor Judge
on the bench should pass this book unread.
Every practicing physican owes it to himself, and the

community in which he lives, to study and weigh the

statements in this book; for he can no longer stultify

his conscience by opposing the demonstrable facts of

Science, merely because it may not come through the

"regular" channels, or the particular school he may
happen to represent.

Add this to your collection of rare books.

Bound in maroon Interlaken cloth.

Price $2.00 postpaid.

8~~ ~ 1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY^
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THE GREAT WORK

By TK

Volume 111. The Harmonic Series

This book is also from the pen of the author of "the

great psychological crime", and is a presentation, analysis
and elucidation of the fundamental principle and working
formulary of the Great School of Natural Science, which
principle and formulary are known to the "Masters of
the Law" and their students and friends as the "con-
structive principle of nature in individual life"

The author of "The Great Work" is the American
Representative of the great school of natural science, a
School which was hoary with age when the foundation of

the great Pyramid was laid; a School which ante-
dates all present authentic history and records; a School
against which the waves of superstition and ignorance
have dashed in vain, because its foundation is the rock
of TRUTH.
To the intelligent freemason as well as the general

reader this book is invaluable, for it puts before him facts

in the history of that Ancient Order which heretofore
have been "buried in the rubbish of the temple."

"The great work" is unique in that its statements
are verified facts which every reader may prove for him-
self under right guidance if he but have the "Intelligence
to know, the Courage to dare, and the Perseverance to

do." The Philosophy taught in this book appeals to both
Reason and Conscience, and is an inspiration to "live the

life and know the law" Every student realizes that, if he
so wills, he may be an heir to theWisdom of the Ages.
The Great Work belongs in your Library.

Bound in maroon Interlaken cloth.

Price $2.00 Postpaid.

1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY 11



HARMONICS OF EVOLUTION
By Florence Huntly

THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME
By TK

THE GREAT WORK
By TK

De Luxe Editions of the Harmonic Series

To satisfy the many insistent demands from readers,

friends and students of the Harmonic Series, the Indo-

American Book Company has had printed and bound in

genuine Persian Morocco the above-named Text-Books.

These superb Volumes are printed on "French Japan

Cream" paper. Bound in genuine Persian Morocco,

Oxford style, stamped in gold foil, full gilt edges, silk

headbands, ribbon book-mark, black watered end sheets

and four beautiful half-tones, one of which is "lions

on the way" the latest and most powerful work of

the noted sculptor, Otto Schweizer, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Beyond question these are three of the choicest books

that could be presented to a friend or placed on a library

table.

Prove this to some good Friend, or yourself.

Books shipped in strong pasteboard boxes, postpaid.

Price per volume, $3.50 ; or the three volumes for $1 0.00.

~\2~ 1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY



QUESTIONS ON NATURAL SCIENCE

This volume is published, not

only for the casual reader of

the Text-Books of the "Har-

monic Philosophy," but more

especially for those who con-

template taking up the study of

Natural Science, as well as for

those who have been admitted as

students and are now identified with

the School.

The contents of this book remove many obstacles from

the path of the beginner, open up an exact accumulation

of definite knowledge and set before the reader and Stu-

dent, in concrete form, the Harmonic Philosophy, known

as "THE GREAT WORK IN AMERICA".

The book is substantially and beautifully bound in

three-quarter Leather and Interlaken Cloth. Marble

end-sheets. Contains 355 pages, Twenty Chapters and

3,857 carefully formulated and searching questions re-

lating to the philosophy of Natural Science.

You need this to aid you in reading and studying the

Text-Books. Price Postpaid $2.00 per Copy.

KEY TO ABOVE QUESTIONS ON NATURAL
SCIENCE, Leather. Postpaid $1.00.

INDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY 13



Jirah Dewey Buck, M.D., 33°

Author of

"A Study of Man", ''Mystic Masonry". "Constructive Psychology"," Genius of Free
masonry", "The New Aoator", "The Soul and Sex in Education", "Modern World
Movements", Src.



THE GENIUS OF FREEMASONRY AND

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY CRUSADE

Volume 1.

By J. D. Buck S3
C

Supplemental Harmonic Series

TWEStlEIH

.SSrVxasw

This book is at once a sign and a «'""»'"«'

every Masonic Brother who loves his Country, his Home,

his Famtly! and the Craft of whieh he ,s an honored

""
Every' Brother Mason worthy of the name however

exfhedVhumble he may be, owes it to himself to know

WttKu- vi,a> and erueia. issue in its

history.

The call is for men of courage.

Are vou willing to stand up and be counted? 1* not, you

WILL be after you have read this splend.d book

Price, cloth, $1.00; Morocco, $2.00. Postpa.d.

1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY 15



GIVE US MEN

God, give us men! A time like this demands
Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and ready

hands;

Men whom the lust of lucre does not kill

;

Men whom the spoils of office can not buy;

Men who possess opinions and a will

;

Men who have honor; men who will not lie;

Men who can stand before a demagogue
And damn his treacherous flatteries without

winking;

Tall men, sun-crowned, who live above the fog,

In public duty and in private thinking.

For while the rabble with their thumb-worn

creeds,

Their large professions and their little deeds,

Mingle in selfish strife. Lo! freedom weeps;

Wrong rules the land, and waiting Justice sleeps.

—Oliver Wendell Holmes.

16 1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY



THE CRUCIFIXION

By an Eye-Witness

Volume 11. Supplemental Harmonic Series

No book in recent years, regarding the Life and Work
of the Master, Jesus, has provoked so much comment
and discussion as this little book.

The story of the "crucifixion
7

is told by a

friend of J esus, an eye-witness to this historic event. The
book is intensely interesting and holds the reader's at-

tention to the end.

Besides giving a succinct account of the Crucifixion

it reviews the beliefs, duties and aspirations of the

"Order of Essenes" of the childhood and youth of the

Master, his initiation into the Order of which his Father

and his Cousin John were also members.
It sets forth the parentage of Jesus, Joseph's flight into

Egypt with his family; the child's visit to the temple;

how he became lost; and finally, the incidents leading up

to the Crucifixion a marvelous bit of Word-painting '>

the resustication of Jesus after being taken from the

cross; his later travels and his final death some six

months after the historic tragedy on Calvary.

This little book (to us) comes far more nearly giving a

rational and intelligent report of the incidents in the life

of Jesus than does the Bible.

Doubtless there are some discrepancies in the minor

details, because Historians in any age are liable to err;

but in a large general sense it appears to us undoubtedly

true.

It cannot fail to interest you.

Bound in Interlaken cloth. Price $1.00 Postpaid.

1NDO-AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY ~~J7



CONSTRUCTIVE PSYCHOLOGY

THE BUILDING OF CHARACTER BY PERSONAL
EFFORT

By J. D. Buck, M. D.

Volume 111. Supplemental Harmonic Series

The Lewiston Journal says, "Dr. Buck has performed a

distinct service to humanity in giving this book to the

world."

It is a work of deep thought and profound erudition

which, as a supplement to the Harmonic Series, is invalu-

able. The world is now thinking along these lines as

never before, and in the great work of settling the Psychic

problem Dr. Buck is doing his full share. This little book

is a mine of information and the blazing of another path-

way to that higher life that lies just beyond the portals

of the tomb.

The thoughtful and intelligent student will find no

necessity for consulting libraries, philosophies, authorities,

or theologies, helpful as these may be; for this little book

turns him back upon himself and undertakes to make
exceedingly plain those few simple principles by which he

may adjust himself by personal effort and establish har-

monious relations to God, to Nature and to his fellow

man.

You will make no mistake in adding this to your private

library.

Beautifully bound in blue cloth. Price $1.00 Postpaid.

18 1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY
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THE UNKNOWN LIFE OF JESUS CHRIST

By Nicolas Notovitch

Volume IV. Supplemental Harmonic Series

This Volume (from the pen of the noted Russian

traveler, Nicholas Notovitch) is a truly remarkable book,

and has created no little discussion among all classes of

people. The original manuscript of the text is reported

to have been found by him in a monastery in Thibet, and

corroborates the statements of the Great School, that

Jesus was in India during the years unaccounted for in

the New Testament.

Nicholas Notovitch is the first to advance and publicly

proclaim this fact, and he would seem to substantiate it

by the ancient documents found in the monastery of

Himes, all of which facts are now given to the World in

THE UNKNOWN LIFE OF JESUS CHRIST.

All earnest Christians who desire, and are brave enough

to learn and aceept the truth, should possess this book;

for it fills the hiatus existing in the Bible story of the

Master, Jesus, and would seem to leave no room for

doubt as to its authenticity.

We are now able to give this book in a new and far more
beautiful binding of Blue Interlaken Cloth, stamped in

Gold.

Price $1.00. Postpaid.

20 JNDO-AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
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MYSTIC MASONRY
By J. D. Buck, M. D., 38°

Volume V. Supplemental Harmonic Series

"Mystic masonry' has done much to awaken
interest in the Science and Symbolism of Freemasonry.
There has long been, among thoughtful Masons, a strong

impression that the sublime truths of Masonry do not lie

on the surface, and that they are rather concealed in the

ritual of the Lodge than openly disclosed and explained.

Commendations of "mystic masonry" have as

often come from non-Masonic readers as from members
of the Craft. There is no reliable history as to how and
when the Institution of Modern Freemasonry came into

existence, nor who was the author of its ritual or its

philosophy. From the first it has undergone no essential

change, and every Mason is pledged to preserve its

ancient landmarks unaltered. So perfect, however, is

this sublime institution that, after two hundred years of

progress in the most fruitful era of human evolution,

Masonry is still abreast of the times and up to the most
advanced spirit of the age. No wonder, then, it is called a

"divine institution". The secrets of Freemasonry
pertain solely to the ritual and the rights and benefits

of the lodge, while the philosophy is open to the world at

large.

The author of "mystic masonry" has outlined the
philosophy of Masonry in this little book and explained
many of the ancient symbols.

The book is, therefore, quite apprehensible to the

non-Masonic reader, as nothing essential to the under-
standing of the philosophy is concealed, and it is designed
to be a contribution to the knowledge of psychology and
the uplift of the human race.

Cloth, 260 pages. Price $1.00. Postpaid.

22 1NDO-AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
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THE REALITY OF MATTER

Volume VI. Supplemental Harmonic Series

During 1894-5 there appeared in "The Arena'
magazine of Boston, a series of articles, over the name of

"Heinrich Hensoldt, Ph. D."

The reply by the TK to these articles was provoked by
Mr. Hensoldt relating to the marvelous alleged per-

formances of one Koomra Sami, "adept of India,"

whom he claimed to have visited in that country, and while
making a very good story, was at the same time a very
inaccurate explanation of the "Adept's "exhibition of

occultism.

The TK's personal and definite knowledge of occult

phenomena brought to bear upon Koomra Sami's "illu-

sions", and upon the interpretations presented by the
"savant", furnishes an intelligent and rational exposition

of "The Reality oj Matter"

On the subject of "Matter", the indoctrinated Christian

Scientist, no less than his adversary, will obtain from these
letters another viewpoint and added illumination upon
that essential premise of Christian Science logic, viz.,

"A is not A".

"The Reality of Matter" also presents a very broad
glimpse of the TK's every-day sunny temperament,
his abiding sense ofhumor and his ease as a story teller.

1 am persuaded that his "Cartesian Bear" Philosophy
and Illustrations will be remembered even though "The
Reality oj Matter" be "expurgated" or forgotten.

This is profoundly interesting.

Florence Huntley.

Bound in cloth, illustrated, price $1.00 postpaid.

24 1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY



MODERN WORLD MOVEMENTS
By J. D. Buck, M. D., F. T. S., F. G. S., etc.

INTRODUCTION
By TK

Volume VI 1. Supplemental Harmonic Series

Ever since the time the three Text-Books of Natural

Science were presented to the public, there has been an
ever increasing demand for information concerning the

Theosophical Society and the Great School, and the

relations they sustain (if any) to each other, and con-

cerning the "Masters'' back of the two movements;
and there has come to us an almost endless chain of

subsidiary questions growing out of the main subject,

involving much correspondence.

We have done our best to answer these questions;

but to comply fully with these inquiries would require

more time than we are able to give them. We have,

therefore, requested Dr. J. D. Buck to aid us in satisfying

these demands.

Dr. Buck is doubtless better qualified to give thrs data

than anyone in this country; for he is one of the oldest

living members of the T. S. ; was personally acquainted

and intimately associated with the founders of the Theo-
sophical Society; prominent in its councils and active

in its service; and is, today, the owner of the most
unique and valuable psychological library in America,
if not in the world.

He speaks, therefore, from the viewpoint of an "Inner"
member of the Theosophical Society and his words will

command the respectful consideration of every Student

of this Subject.

He is also an active, accredited Student of the School

of Natural Science, and, therefore in position to speak of

and for the Great School as well as for the Theosophical

Society. Price $1.00. Postpaid.

The book is now in press.

1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY 25



MOTHERS OF MEN

"The bravest battle that ever was fought!

Shall 1 tell you where and when?
On the maps of the world you will find it not-

'T was fought by the mothers of men.

Nay, not with the cannon or battle shot,

With the sword or noble pen

;

Nay, not with eloquent words or thought

From mouths of wonderful men!

But deep in the walled-up woman's heart

—

Of a woman that would not yield,

But bravely, silently, bore her part

—

Lo, there is that battlefield!

No marshaling troop, no bivouac song,

No banner to gleam and wave;

But, oh, these battles that last so long

—

From babyhood to the grave.

Yet faithful still as a bridge of stars,

The fight in her walled-up town

—

Fights on and on in the endless wars,

Then silent, unseen, goes down."

—Joaquin Miller.

26 1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY



THE BIBLE IN INDIA

By Louis Jacolliot

Volume I. The Complemental Series

The underlying purpose of this work, which we may
truthfully call great is at once a protest against religious

despotism and a plea for freedom and common sense in

religious thought. The book traces back to India at

the Religions, Philosophies and Sciences of the world,
and shows that in ancient India we have the source of all

civilizations. In the author's preface he says, "To
religious despotism, imposing speculative delusions, and
class-legislation may be attributed the decay of nations."

Spain is in the midst of her revolution against wax
candles and holy water. Italy has not yet perfected the
consolidation of her unity.

Rome is preparing to denounce all conquests of modern
intelligence, freedom of thought, liberty of conscience,
civil independence, etc. Excommunication attempts to

revivify its impotent thunders, and once more to bind
emperors, kings and people to its yoke.

Poland exists no more; the muscovite sword has
realized the prediction of dying Kosciusco.
The Czar of Russia is Pope.
And yet—enter temple, church, or mosque—every-

where is intolerant persecution placed under the Aegis
of God. It is no longer Mediaeval fanaticism, for faith

is dead ; it is hypocrisy that rummages the arsenals of the

past for arms, that they still have power to terrify the

people once more until they grovel on bended knees
in the dust of credulity and darkness.

The author spent years in travel, even to the remotest

parts of India, studied the language and dialects of the

people, noted their method of living and thereby tracing

the source of all religions to the parent stem, India.

It is indeed a very great book; it may shock the few,

but even they will lay the book down with reluctance.

Bound in black cloth, 325 pages. Price $2.00 Postpaid.

INDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY 27
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A STUDY OF MAN
By J. D. Buck, M. D.

Volume 11. Complemental Series

When this book was first published, some of the sub-
jects discussed therein were comparatively new to many
readers, and the views expressed, and the lines of research
suggested were not so well fortified, nor so easily checked
by current advance in science as they are today; there-

fore the learned Doctor has added to this new edition an
introduction and a supplement, thus enabling earnest
students to follow out the line of research suggested in

the body of the book.
Marconi's great achievements immensely fortify our

previous knowledge of Nature's Finer Forces and suggest
still more wonderful revelations in the science of Psy-
chology. "A Stud}) of Man' leads up to just these
problems, with a working hypothesis that promises still

further discoveries along the same line.

Medical students will find the book a valuable

aid, as it gives a concise view of many problems in which
they are deeply interested.

To physicians the book will also be welcome, as it

deals with the higher psychology in a clear and practical

manner.
The intelegent layman will find here an outline of

psychology and biology in direct connection with

the great ethical problems, capital and labor, the social

evil, the enfranchisement of woman, egoism and al-

truism.

Students of divinity will find in this work a physiological

basis for a natural code of ethics, in strict harmony
with divine revelation and with the best interests of man.

This new edition is well worthy of the attention and
study of thinkers everywhere.
Bound in blue cloth. 260 pages. Price $1.50 Postpaid.

1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY 29



(A poem asked for.)

If I should die tonight

My friends would look upon my quiet face

Before they laid it in its resting place,

And deem that death had left it almost fair,

And laying snow-while flowers against my hair

Would smooth it down with tearful tenderness,

And fold my hands with lingering caress;

Poor hands, so empty and so cold tonight.

If I should die tonight

My friends would call to mind with loving thought

Some kindly deed the icy hand had wrought;

Some gentle word the frozen lips had said,

Errands on which the willing feet had sped,

The memory of my selfishness and pride,

My hasty words would all be put aside,

And so I should be loved and mourned tonight,

If I should die to night

Even hearts estranged would turn once more to me,

Recalling other days remorsefully;

The eyes that chill me with averted glance

Would look upon me as of yore perchance,

And often in the old familiar Way,

For who could war with dumb, unconscious clay;

So I rest forgiven of all tonight,

Oh, friends, I pray tonight,

Keep not your kisses for my dead, cold brow,

The way is lonely— let me feel them now.

Think gently of me, I am travel- worn;

My faltering feet are pierced with many a thorn;

Forgive, oh, hearts estranged, forgive, I plead.

When dreamless rest is mine I shall not need

The tenderness for which I long tonight.

Belle E. Smith
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THE DREAM CHILD
By Florence Huntley

Volume 1. Harmonic Fiction Series

This is doubtless one of the most beautiful, masterful
and mystical books ever written. The descriptive inci-

dents in this book could only emanate from the brilliant

and fertile brain of Florence Huntley.
Florence Huntley was the first instructed student of

the TK, dating from the year 1887; and from 1894 the
Work commanded her undivided time and effort.

"The Dream Child"—the first result of that interest

—

was written in 1889, and stands for that earlier

and therefore more poetic and less exact treatment of the

Great Law than her later writings.

"The Dream Child" is to the Harmonic Series what
romantic fiction must always be to exact science

and philosophy, but a shadow and reflex, a partial truth.

Handsomely bound in English Beauty cloth, gold
stamped and on front cover a picture of the Dream Child.

Price $1.00 Postpaid.
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THE GAY GNAN1 OF G1NGALEE
By Florence Huntley

Volume ]]. Harmonic Fiction Series

Only those who knew Mrs. Huntley's earlier humorous
writings will be prepared for such a piece of work from
the serious author of "Harmonics of Evolution".

Her later readers have no idea of that lighter intel-

lectual vein, when her attention is drawn from the grave
themes of Science and Philosophy and centered upon the
reverse side of current occultism.

The publishers feel entirely safe in saying there is

nothing like "The Gay Gnaw' in the range of modern
satirical fiction.

It is needless to say that one who writes from intimate
acquaintance with the Verities of the Great School,

possessing a keen sense of humor and a facile pen, is

peculiarly fitted to recognize and transcribe the incon-
gruities and absurdities that forever follow in the wake
of every serious movement.
The most extraordinary feature of this indescribable

satire lies in Chapter XII entitled

"THE WAGES OF SIN IS DEATH"
(By a Member of the Order of the Brotherhood of India)

This chapter was contributed by the TK, author of

"The Great Psychological Crime" and "The Great Work"

;

and those disposed to criticise the humorous elements
of the body of the story will have a surprise in store.

This chapter is a masterpiece of concept, treatment and
literary beauty. In this chapter is found the background,
the meaning and purpose of the whole extravaganza.
The story is laid in Kankakee, with radiations towards

the Chicago "Yards" and the "Glades of Gingalee", in

far off Hindostan; but culminating under the mansard
roof in Kankakee.

Beautifully bound in red and stamped in gold.

Price $1.00 Postpaid.
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WHO ANSWERS PRAYER?

Volume 1. Harmonic Booklet Series

Twelve years ago the first group of Harmonic Students

received from one known as "The Beloved Master" a

Brochure on Prayer, since which time it has passed pri-

vately among many of the friends of the work. By reason

of the intrinsic value of the manuscript and the numerous
requests for a copy it was decided to publish it as the

initial volume of our new Harmonic Booklet Series.

The central topic of the booklet, the Brochure on

Prayer, is an exquisite bit of writing bearing the impress

of the Oriental mind. It receives in this publication an

appropriate setting by Florence Huntley in a prefatory

and concluding "Retrospect".

The beautiful imagery of the Brochure is well supple-

mented and sustained by an analysis of Prayer in the

TK's clearest and most forceful writing.

His plain, simple and lucid definition of the meaning
and the office of prayer is in accordance with the teaching

of the Great School on this important matter.

What is prayer?

For what should we pray?

To whom should we pray?

Who answers prayers?

These are the four vital questions covered in the book_

let, and in a manner and from a viewpoint unlike anything

in published literature.

Every student and friend of the Work will prize this

little offering and will scarcely rest content until a copy

has been placed in the hands of some friend.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth. Price 50 cents Postpaid.
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SONG OF PATIENCE

By Martha Arnold Boughton

Live on, O life of mine!

Though often thou dost yearn to be at rest,

He who hath lent thee life hath thought it best

Thine to prolong till more through thee are blest;

Live on, and cease repine.

Work on, O hands of mine!

Ennobling thought that even thou canst share

A part with God in making earth more fair;

Then labor calmly on, and to complain forbear,

Fulfilling his design.

Trust on, O heart of mine!

Though dark the way and rough the angry sea,

Thy pilot holds the helm, thy father beckons thee;

One guides the course of every songster free,

To him thine all resign.

Sing on, O soul of mine!

Sing songs of faith and hope, and joy, and cheer;

Outsound the discord grating on thine ear,

And bring celestial music, sweet and clear,

To lonelier hearts than thine.
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THE LOST WORD FOUND

By J. D. Buck, 33°

Volume II. Harmonic Booklet Series

This is unquestionably the finest, strongest and most

compelling bit of work done by this well-known Physician,

Mason and Philosophic writer, Dr. J. D. Buck, 33°.

Such a pronunciamento, message and invitation as are

encompassed in these fifty pages rarely find their way
into public print. Such "Lectures" and such "lnstruc_

tions" are rarely passed beyond that Fraternity which is

founded upon the legend of the Lost Word.

To him "who hath eyes to see" this is a Signal from

the Watch-tower.

To him "who hath ears to hear" it is a clarion call from

"refreshment to labor".

For him who has courage it invites to Discovery.

For him who is seeking it is a guide and a light.

For him who is ready, who is "duly and truly prepared,"

it is a sign and a Summons that The Great Work an^

the Lost Word are at hand.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth. Price 50 cents Postpaid.
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HARMONIC BIRTHDAY BOOK

This is doubtless the most beautiful Birthday Book
ever presented to the public.

It is a large book of 310 pages, and
among other features which make the

book valuable and unique will be

found

(a)—Section devoted to Birthstones.

(b)—Wedding Anniversaries.

(c)—The meaning of Flowers,

(d)—Section devoted to the deaths

of Relatives and Friends,

(e)—A frontispiece and beautiful

halftone portrait of

Florence Huntley

Author of "Harmonics of Evolution", "The Dream
Child", "The Gay Gnani", and other publications.

This book is really a family record, to be kept sacred

from generation to generation. It will increase in value

with the years, and become priceless to the fortunate

owner.

It is beautifully bound in Leather (de luxe style),

Gold Stamped and Embossed, Gold Edges, and printed

on heavy parchment paper.

Packed in heavy pasteboard box and sent to any ad-

dress postpaid for the sum of $2.00.
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BOUND VOLUMES OF LIFE AND ACTION

To meet a general demand the numbers of our maga-

zine Life and Action for Volumes J-J1-11J-JV, already

issued, have been reprinted on heavy book paper and

made into three handsome volumes. With the issuance

of the September-October number of Life and Action

the fourth volume will be bound, and with the November-

December issue of Life and Action the fifth volume

will begin.

These four beautiful books will contain 1400 pages of

intensely interesting and instructive reading-matter,

making a complete, unique Library on subjects which are

interesting the whole world as never before.

Every searcher after truth and light, every

Agnostic and Spiritualist, and every man and woman who

are longing for the light which never comes, should

read these interesting books.

With the completion of the current volume, which wil*

be with the issuance of the September-October number,

we shall be able to sell all four bound books, and the next

twelve issues (two years subscription) for $4-75.

Send all orders to the publishers.
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SELF-CONTROL

A sage, whose days through all the strife

And sharp vicissitudes of life

Went sailing smoothly to their end,
Was asked this question by a friend:
"What treasure out of all on earth
Do you esteem of highest worth?"
And he replied: "It is not fame

—

That leaves you nothing but a name;
It is not lavish wealth in gold,

Or wide possessions manifold,
Or power to rule a mighty state,

Or things which men most highly rate.

] hold these all, and lofty birth,

To be of far inferior worth
To that stern might which can control

The native turbulence of the soul.

For anyone who fails in this

Sinks hopelessly in some abyss
Of darkness, whence he may not rise,

Though called by Love's fine charities.

Therefore, of all of which men dream
And wish for, this 1 call supreme;
For nothing underneath the sky
Stands level with its ministry."

—Joel Benton

:
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LIFE AND ACTION

Widespread and ever-extending interest in the Great

School and its Work, made necessary the publication of a

magazine devoted to its interest; and thus v/e established

Life and Action, the official organ of the Great Work

in America, as an aid and inspiration to the Students and

Friends in their endeavors to apply the Science and the

Philosophy of the School in their daily lives and conduct.

No more fitting title could be found than Life and

Action for such a magazine, and if you have the slightest

interest in the Great Work you will want to be on the

subscription list.

Since September, 1909, Life and Action has been

published bi-monthly with 56 or more pages of reading

matter each issue. Twelve numbers will be sent to any

address for $1.00, or the Four Bound Volumes and next

twelve numbers of Volumes V and V] for $4-75.

Send all subscriptions to the publishers.
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OLD WAYS AND NEW

The fault of the age is a mad endeavor

To leap to heights that were made to climb;

By a burst of strength, of a thought most clever,

We plan to forestall and outwit Time.

We scorn to wait for the thing worth having;

We want high noon at the day's dim dawn;

We find no pleasure in toiling and saving,

As our forefathers did in the old times gone.

We force our roses before their season

To bloom and blossom for us to wear;

And then we wonder and ask the reason

Why perfect buds are so few and rare.

We crave the gain, but despise the getting;

We want wealth—not as a reward, but dower;

And the strength that is wasted in useless fretting

Would fell a forest or build a tower.

To covet the prize, yet to shrink from the winning;

To thirst for glory, yet fear to fight;

Why, what can it lead to at last but sinning,

To mental languor and moral blight?

Better the old slow way of striving,

And counting small gains when the year is done,

Than to use our force and our strength in contriving

And to grasp for pleasure we have not won.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox.



ZANON1 AND Z1CC)

By Sir Edward Bidwer Lytlon

There were few books published seventy years ago

which created such widespread and burning interest

among book lovers as this Masterpiece of this great and

gifted Englishman, as did "Zanoni"; and this interest,

although perhaps not so intense, yet remains to a very

large degree.

As a work of art this romance is one of great power and

original conception. Yet, at the time it was written it

was not suspected that Bulwer had received a real in-

struction and the real meanings that run through this book

would, fifty years later, be clearly discernible to others

of the same August and Venerable Brotherhood of which

"Zanonf is the type.

No other works of this great author have provoked

such diversity of criticism as "Zanoni". To some this

book represents a temporary aberration of genius without

definite purpose. To others it represents surpassing, bold

and original speculation, profound analysis of character

and thrilling interest; but to the one who knows, every

character in this book is recognized by a familiar sign and

symbol which, though hidden, is nevertheless patent

to the initiated.

The two books "Zanoni" and "Zicci" in one, bound

in interlaken blue cloth, gold stamped.

Price $1.00 Postpaid.
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"What Fools These Mortals Be!"

Reality of Mailer, Page 165



A STRANGE STORY

And

THE HAUNTED AND THE HAUNTERS

By Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton

This is another of those marvelous books of which this

scholarly Englishman was so prolific.

"A Stranee Story" is the antithesis of "Zanonf.

The latter represents the Constructive Principle in Indi-

vidual Life, while the former represents the Destructive

Principle in Individual Life.

As a matter of fact, these two singular romances are

carefully veiled exposes of the two oldest and most power-

ful centers of Spiritual knowledge extant, and are, indeed

revelations of the loftiest pursuits and the most malign

practices known to human intelligence.

Were there no other material evidence in existence than

hese two volumes themselves, the record of Bulwer's

schooling is indisputably bound up in his works, to those

who have the key to make religious romances stand for

true Spiritual development, and for Hypnotic development,

for Light and for Darkness, for India and for Egypt.

Bound in Interlaken blue cloth, gold stamp.

Price $1.00 Postpaid.
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THE NEW AVATAR

By J. D. Buck, M. D., S3

THE NEWAVATAR
AN» THE

BESTIHY orW SOUL

'<X>

In this, one of his latest pub-

lished works, Dr. Buck has put

in the best of his seventy-two

years of life, and the best of his

forty-five years of active and in-

tense studentship in the great

"University of the Universe",

the "College of Experience",

wherein he has achieved special

honors because of his ripe and

extensive knowledge of Medi-

cine, of Freemasonry, of Human
Life and of Practical Psychology of such intense interest

to all.

JIKAH D.BUCK.M.D.

This is one of the Indo-American Book Company publi-

cations, but because of its absorbing interest on the lines

of The Great Work in America, we have deemed it

wisdom to keep it in stock for the accommodation of our

Students and Friends.

Cloth bound. Price $2.00 Postpaid.
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THE SOUL AND SEX IN EDUCATION

By J. D. Buck, M. D., 33°

This book is from the pen of J. D. Buck, author of

"Mystic Masonry", "Constructive Psychology", "A

Study of Man", and other works with which our readers

are familiar.

This is not one of our publications, but it falls so directly

in line with the Educational Work of the Great School

in this field, and the Literature of this Movement, that it

is of special value to every Student and Friend of the Work

in America. We are therefore keeping it in stock and are

glad to furnish it to our patrons and Friends.

Dr. Buck has probably never written a more useful

book, and the many problems which so often confront

and perplex us regarding "Love, Marriage, Celibacy and

Divorce" or the problem of Sex, have never been more

concretely and intelligently discussed and elucidated

than in this volume.

This book should be of special value to every Fnend

and Student of the Great Work in America.

Bound in cloth. Price $1.25 Postpaid.
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FACING THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

By James M. King

"Our Country; Its Power and Peril".

"The Republic faces the twentieth century with the

Power to avert the Peril, when both Power and Peril are

recognized".

This book is from the pen of James M. King, General

"Secretary National League for the Protection ofAmerican
Institutions," and is doubltless the most concrete, un-

biased expose of Politico-Ecclesiastical Romanism ever

presented to the American People.

Mr. King leads the reader with burning words of truth,

step by step, to a realization of the coming danger which

confronts the liberties of our American Institutions,

Free Speech, a Free Press, Free Schools and the Right

of Private Conscience.

He demonstrates by actual facts, that the time has come
when the Loyal men and women in this Republic must be

awakened to existing conditions, or our nation swept

backward into the darkness of mediaeval Ignorance,

Superstition, Intolerance and Death.

The 64O pages of this book set forth, as never before,

incontrovertible facts in the History of this Nation, from

the beginning of the 16th Century to the year 1902.

It opens the eye of the reader to the slow, crafty, con-

scienceless usurpations of the Catholic Church in America

as in every nation where the people have by neglect of

their political duties permitted them to control.

Every Loyal man and woman, every man who loves

his home, free speech, a free Press, free schools,

and who demands the right of private conscience, should

procure a copy of this great book-

Bound in Cloth. Price $2.00 Postpaid.
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THE GREAT PYRAMID JEEZEH

By Louis P. McCarthy

About When Was It Built? By Whom Was It Built?

For What Purpose Was It Built?

These questions are answered in this work of 588
pages, containing 20 full-page illustrations on the finest

of paper, in new type. The binding is full gilt, in red
cloth. May also be had in red leather.

PRICE NOW CUT IN HALF

This book was originally published by the author, who
intended it to be sold by subscription at $5.00, but at the

author's death the matter went into the hands of his heirs,

and at our suggestion and solicitation they have now re-

duced the price.

Red Cloth $2.50.

The subject of The Great Pyramid has been a life

study of the author, and for over thirty-five years occupied
all of his spare moments. For the preparation of this

work his reasearches extended to nearly every printed

authority on the subject presented in the last two thousand
years.

-

A FEW LINES ON THE THEORY OF THE AUTHOR
"It was built for an Initiatory Asylum and Depository

of Weights and Measures, by a race of people that pre-

ceded our race, or any of the races now in existence, on
the face of the earth. And that over 50,000 years have
elapsed since its erection. The race of people that built

the first pyramid were swept away by the Last Cataclysm.
The book contains much valuable matter in the way of

statistics, a treatise on Mathematics, Weights and Meas-
ures and on Astronomy, and a new and interesting

theory for eathquakes is given.

This is an invaluable reference work for Antiquarians,
Egyptologists, and Pyramidal Students, as well as for the

general Scientific, Mathematical and Fraternal student.
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OUR CREED

"Who asks not, the chambers are darkened

Where his soul sits in silence alone.

Who gives not, his soul never hearkened

To the love-call of zone unto zone.

Who prays not, exists, but he lives not;

A blot and a discord is he.

Who asks not, receives not and gives not,

Were better drowned in the sea.

Ah, the asking, receiving and giving

Is the soul of the life that we live.

All the beauty and sweetness of living

Is to ask, to receive and to give."
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"And thus by an endless chain of gijts shall the Great Work
be established."

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THANKS
TO THE "FRIENDS OF THE WORK", KNOWN

AND UNKNOWN

From the Authors and Publishers of "The
Harmonic Series"

The slow but sure and ever widening influence of the

Harmonic Philosophy is largely due to the Readers of the

Books and the "Friends of the Work" far and near.

Since 1904 an endless chain of Gift Books has gone

from our Office, ordered and paid for by those who have

read the books and have made the Great Work their own.

Without solicitation of any character these gifts among

friends—to those unable to purchase—to eminent sci-

entists, writers, and teachers—have been made as a

voluntary contribution to the Extension Work of the Great

School.

This chain of gifts, so in keeping with the Spirit of

the Work and with our Creed, commands our deepest

gratitude and we have long awaited the proper time and

place to make public acknowledgment and permanent

record of our appreciation.

The Great Friends who keep watch and ward over and

above all our efforts and labors, know and approve and

commend.
T. V. B.
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Lions on the Way

By J. Olio Schweizer



ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS
By J. Otto Schweizer

Which illustrate Volumes One, Two and Three of the

HARMONIC SERIES and the gift edition

of the DREAM CHILD.

The photographs are in Sepia, very high grade and

artistically mounted. They can be furnished singly or in

complete sets, at prices noted below.

Picture Mount
TITLE Size Size Price

*. Harmonics of Evolution... .834x13 14x20*2 $2.50

. .Harmonics of Evolution. .. .6 x9 10x14 1-50

*
. The Light Bearers 9^x 11H J 4x20^ 2.50

*.LionsonTheWay 9^x13^ 14x20^ 2.50

*.Evil Influences 9}/£ I3M 14x20^ 2.50

*. Evolution (Panel) 5^x12^ 14x20^ 2.50

*. Knowledge (Panel) 5^x1 2]/2 14x20*4 2.50

*. Universal Peace (Panel) 534x12^ 14x20^ 2.50

.Happiness (Panel) 5^x123^ 14x20^ 2.50

(A complete set of these four for $8.00)

..Evolution (Panel) 3 x 734 8x12 1.00

. .Knowledge (Panel) 3 x 734 8x12 1.00

..Universal Peace. (Panel) 3 x 7]i 8x12 1.00

..Happiness (Panel) 3 x 7% 8x12 1.00

(A complete set of these four for $3.00)

The eight photographs marked * can be furnished in

an Art Portfolio complete for $16.00, exclusive of ex-

pressage.
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INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT SENDING ORDERS

TERMS
All prices given in catalog are Postpaid. Remittances

in full must accompany all orders. We do not ship any-

thing C. O. D.

REMITTANCES

Remit by Bank Draft, Postoffice or Express Money
Order whenever possible to do so.

Stamps will be accepted for amounts less than $1.00.

Remittance may be made in currency (not silver) pro-

viding letter is registered.

When personal checks are forwarded to us, ten (10)

cents should be added to pay cost of collection.

SHIPPING

Give shipping directions and be sure to write your name

and address Very clearly.

If shipping address is different from post-office or

street address, be sure to indicate each.

We prefer to ship by express and do so whenever

possible. This insures safe delivery.

Express charges are always paid at this end.

Goods will be shipped by mail upon request and also

when there are no express connections, or whenever

package is too light for minimum express rate.

When ordering books, please write name plainly.

Address all communications to

1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY
5707 West Lake Street. Chicago, 111.
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PRICE LIST OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF
THE 1NDO-AMER1CAN BOOK COMPANY

5707 West Lake St., Chicago, HI.

. .Harmonics of Evolution Cloth $2.00

.Harmonics of Evolution Flexible Morocco. 3.50

. . The Great Psychological Crime Cloth 2.00
*

. The Great Psychological Crime Flexible Morocco . 3.50

. .The Great Work Cloth 2.00

*.The Great Work Flexible Morocco. 3.50

. . Questions on Natural Science . . Half leather, New . 2.00
, . Key to above Questions on Natural Science / . 00
. .The Genius of Freemasonry. . .Cloth 1 .00

. .The Genius of Freemasonry . . . Full Morocco 2.00

. .The Crucifixion by an Eye-
witness Cloth. . 1 .00

. .Constructive Psychology ... Cloth 1 .00

. .The Unknown Life of Jesus
Christ Cloth 1.00

. .Mystic Masonry Cloth 1.00

. .The Reality of Matter Cloth 1.00

. .Modern World Movements . . Cloth, New 1.00

. .The Bible in India Cloth 2.00

. .A Study of Man Cloth 1.50

. .The Dream Child—Gift Edition Cloth 1.00

. .TheGayGnani of Gingalee. . . Cloth J.00

. .Who Answers Prayer? Cloth 50
. .The Lost Word Found Cloth 50
. . LIFE AND ACTION, subscription, 1 2 numbers ... 1 .00

. .Vols. 1-2-3-4 Life and Action, each 1 .00

..Four bound volumes LIFE AND ACTION and
next 12 issues 4.75

. . Zanoni and Zicci—Special Edi-
tion Cloth, Gilt Top. . . 1.00

. .A Strange Story and the
Haunted and The Haunters,
Special Edition Cloth, Gilt Top. .

.

1.00

. .The New Avatar Cloth 2.00
. . The Soul and Sex in Education Cloth 1 .25

. .Harmonic Birthday Book Leather 2.00

. .Facing the Twentieth Century. Cloth 2.00

. .The Great Pyramid J eezeh . . Cloth 2.50
*Note—These three moroco bound books $10.00
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I here ih no ci>'Mhl I ho Star* n<- down
To riB6 upon some fairer shore;

\nd bright in heaven's jcwclod crown
They ahine forevennore.

There ie no deathl The dust we tread
Shu I] change beneath the summer diowen

To golden grain or mellow fruit

(>r rainbow tinted flowers.

The granite rocks disorganise
To feed the hungry ntow thej bear;

The forest Ieav< n drink daily life

From out the viewless air.

There is no deathl The leaves may full.

The flowers fade and pass away-
Thev only wait through wintry hour*
The coming of the May.

There is no death! An angel form
Walks o'er the earth with mlont tread;

lie i" :n • our best loved things away,
And th'-n we cull them "dead."

He leaves oars h^nrt all desolate;
He pluck* mjr fairest) sweetest flowers-

Transplanted into bliss they now
Adorn immortal bowers.

The bird-like voice, whom* Joyous tones

Made glad th^ scene of sin anil strife

SingF now her ev< rlnstiii^t song
Amid the Tree of Life.

\nd when he sees a smile too bright
( »r heart too ijure for taint of vire,

lie heirs it to that world of light;

To dwell in Paradise.

I

1

, 'in into that undying life,

Thev {cave uh but to come again;

With joy we welcome them—the mme,
Except in sin and pain.

And ever near u-«, though unseen,

The de:tr, immortal spirits t r<

For .11 the boundless universe
Is Life there arc no Dead.

M It. M. ( m \u\


